…The Gem of Label Printers!
Industrial 270dpi, PC and Mac® Labeling,
Heat Shrink Tube, Wire and Cable
Marking Solution.
A powerful new system of software and high-definition printer
makes a wide variety of industrial labels for wire wrap, cable
identification, patch panels, terminal blocks, electric panels, data
centers and ports, grounding and bonding systems or wherever
a durable industrial label is needed. Printing on supplies up to
1 inch (24mm) combined with over 105 different materials all
in self-contained snap-in cartridges provide solutions to almost
any labeling requirement. New margin setting software function
allows users to reduce tape waste and save money by adjusting
front and end margins down to 1mm when printing labels in
series. The K-Sun PEARLabel™ 270 is backed with an unrivaled
lifetime warranty and K-Sun’s expert customer support.

Lifetime Warranty
The best in the business
Sleek Design
Small footprint for convenient
desktop location.
15 Bar Code Formats
Includes custom design and
printing of QR and DataMatrix
2-dimensional codes.
Cost Saving Margin Settings
Reduces front and end margins
down to 1mm

Thermal transfer printing from
1/6” (4mm) up to 1” (24mm)
15 heat shrink tube sizes and colors
including white on black
105 Industrial labeling supplies to meet
almost any application
Mobile printing - FREE Optional App for
iPhone® or iPad®
Print-Paste function for multiple color labels
for safety signs and product safety labels

PEARLabel™ 270 Kit Includes:
 Printer
 MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 Windows, MaxiLabel® Lite Mac® Software
 AC Power Adapter: Meets all CE, UL, RoHs and WEEE standards
 1”(24mm) Tape Cartridge
 USB Cable
 Manuals and Quick Start Guide

Suggested
List Price
$239 + gst

Software is the Secret to Success
The PEARLabel™ 270 is compatible with Windows 7 and Mac® OS. MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 gives the PEARLabel™ 270 full PC power
to import logos, graphics and symbols into custom label designs. Friendly interface speeds users through label designs using 158
pre-set wizards. Software has tape management capability to set margins as low as 1 mm in front and back of label text to reduce
waste. MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 has 15 bar code formats including new 2-dimensional QR and DataMatrix codes and date/time stamp
function for medical and food labels and more. PC software allows labels to be created in other applications such as Word and Excel.
Also, data base file import compatibility with .csv,.txt,.xls,.xlsx . Labels created can be stored in the software for recall and printing
later. Print horizontal, vertical, mirror and use the exclusive print-paste function for multiple color labels. Over 839 special symbols
in industrial categories such as ANSI, IMO, Facility, Personal Protection, along with 8 table formats and 86 borders offer users many
options for creating specific labels that communicate. Use the Euro Latin Character function to create labels in many languages. Use
the background pattern effect to create security labels.
The MaxiLabel® Lite Mac® software program is a basic general labeling software program with the same 839 industrial symbols along
with 2 borders for great looking labels. Use the bold, italic, underline or double strike effects with any font on your computer. Text
easily adjusts to the label size and prints as many copies as needed. Import any .bmp,.jpg, or .tif image or logo file on the computer to
the label to personalize your message. Work in a WYSIWYG text edit area with preview pane to review before print. Date/Time stamp
also included. Use the special characters in your OS to create labels in many languages. Efficient margin settings and manual or auto
length settings help eliminate tape waste.

Symbols Make Better Label
With a library of 839 symbols, users can easily add safety, electrical, environmental, ANSI, public signs, shipping, medical, hospital,
food, general living, abbreviations and more to any label design.

Custom Design and Print High Resolution QR and Data Matrix Codes
MaxiLabel® Pro Ver 4.0 and the PEARLabel™ 270 provides an easy way to enter a URL and create a custom
QR or Data Matrix bar code. Easily print in high-resolution 270 dpi on an adhesive label that can be applied
to just about anything. Imagine the possibilities! A custom 2-dimensional code, when scanned with a
smart phone or other camera-equipped mobile device, would instantly take you to a web page or site with
detailed information. Applications for QR codes include safety warnings, operator’s instructions, product
specifications, training videos and more. You will need to be able to create the custom QR code and
PEARLabel™ 270 is the solution.

Cost Saving Margin Setting
Margins can be set in software to eliminate excess tape waste. Margins can be
reduced down to 1mm when printing a series of labels.

$239.00 + gst
(262.90 Inc gst)

Technical specifications:
Operating Systems: Windows 7 (32/64), Vista 32/64),
XP (32/64), Mac® OS X10.6x and 10.7x
Bar Codes: EAN8, EAN13, Code39, Code128, UPC-A,
UPC-E, NW-7, ITF, EAN128, GSI DataBar, Data Matrix,
MicroQR code, QR Code, Maxicode, PDF417
Connection: USB 2.0
Power: AC Adapter. 11V. UL, EU, UK, CSA, CE, GS,
Level 5 compliant
Tape Label Widths: 4mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm, 18mm,
24mm, (1/6”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1”)
Cable Label Widths: 24mm
Flag Label Widths: 24mm
Heat Shrink Tube Sizes: 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2”
Printer Dimensions: 1.9” (48mm) W x 5.7” (145mm) D x
4.2” (107mm) H
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